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I

SUPPLEMENT TO THE GUIDE
Spring 1975

Compiled by the MSC Student Senate

Accounting Principles 231

Mr. Lee, Mr. Monson

4 Credits Spring 1975 MTWH 3 p.m.

There are four basic objectives which should be achieved by an accounting
curriculum, these are:
1. Developing the accounting students' ability to work effectively, to
become mentally disciplined, and to communicate orally and in writing.
2. To make the accounting student aware of his responsibilities for selfeducation during the remainder of his career.
3. To develop an appreciation of the accountant's high standard of
integrity, and of objectivity in reporting.
4. To attract to accounting careers those students who seem to possess the
potential for making a contribution to the advancement of accounting,
and who have the aptitude which indicates reasonable chance for success
in it.
Topics to be covered in this, the third quarter of accounting principles,
will be: Concepts & principles, departmental and branch accounting,
manufacturing, cost systems, budgets and standard costs, implications of
costs and revenues to management, special reports and analysis, mergers and
consolidations, and analysis of financial statements. Many questions can be
answered from the accounting records shuch as: Shall new machinery be
purchased? Shall more people be hired? Shall a new product be launched?
Shall prices be raised or lowered? Shall another company be absorbed?
Shall additional capital be acquired, and if so, by means of bank loans or
the issuance of bonds or stock? What are the probable costs and resulting
revenue of each action? Sound answers require accounting infonnation of
the most sophisticated kind.
Prerequisites: Accounting Principles 230
Class Requirements: There will be a syllabus to follow for each day's work.
From four to six major tests will be given during the quarter. In
addition short quizzes may be given without advance motice. Quizzes
may not be made up because of absences. Major exams must be taken on
time or a 10% penalty will be applied unless the absence is an
excused one.
Classroom Procedures: Discussion begins every new chapter. Questions and
exercises are used for the~aching demonstrations and all assigned
problems will be covered in detail, if necessary. Problems are
handed in at the time tests are given on the material.
Grading Policy: Grades are based on tests and quizzes only -- except
that 90% of assigned problems must be handed in to receive an
A, 80% for a B, 70S for a C, etc. Average test grade of 92-100
will receive an A, 83-91 a B, 74-82 a C, 65-73 a D, with some adjustment for class average.
Attendance Policy: Students are expected to attend class unless they are
111 or are experiencing family tragedy or are involved in other
school activities such as athletic trips, choir trips, field
trips for other classes for which official pennission is granted.
Text and Materials: ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES by Niswonger and Fess, 11th Ed.
Workbook for Chapters 15-28

Course Title:
Instructor:

American Studies 217: Introduction to the American Culture
Joyce Flint

Overview of Course Materials: I have chosen materials that represent basic perspectives on the American culture. One of the authors examines the impact of abundance
on the American character, another compares and contrasts the American culture with
other cultures, and the third author examines the extent to which the dream of success has shaped the American character and culture.
Course Objectives: This course is designed to provide students vith the opportunity
to explore those values which are uniquely American, and to understand the source
and impact of those values. An additional objective is to provide an introduction
to interdisciplinary methodology.
Prerequisities:

None.

Course Requirements: Students are required to read the materials, complete the midterm and final exams. Beyond those basic requirements, students often elect to do
independent research projects, primarily in the area of popular culture. Active
participation in classroom discussion is assumed.
Classroom Procedures: The primary activity in the classroom is discussion of the
materials. I lecture periodically. Occasional guest speakers, films and tapes are
also part of the classroom experience.
Grading Policy:

Standard.

Texts and Materials: Plenty of Plenty, David Potter; Freedom and Culture, Dorothy Lee,
The American Dream of Success, Lawrence Chenoweth; mimeographed handouts; films and
tapes.
Attendance Policy:

None.

Description of Biology 102 - Matter and Life
Spring Quarter 1975 - Evening class (6:30 - 8:30 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday)
Robert J. Tolbert
There are no prerequisites for Biology 102. It is designed for the non-science
major. The textbook is Fundamental Concepts of Biology, second edition;
Nelson, Robinson, and Boolootian; Wiley.
The course surveys the fundamental concepts of eel I biology, genetics, and
ecology. The course is taught by the lecture and lecture-discussion methods
correlated with, but not fol lowing exactly nor uti Ii zing entirely the above
textbook.
Students are expected to attend al I class meetings, however, no attendance
records wi I I be kept. In the event that conditions prevent attendance,
the student is responsible for al I material presented in class during lecture
or discussion sections. Therefore an absence, either "excused" of "inexcused"
is not an exemption from the materials missed.
Al I examinations are announced ahead of time, and the students are expected
to write the examinations during the scheduled period. If the student
knows it wi I I be necessary for him to miss a scheduled examination period,
arrangements should be made as early as possible. If the student misses an
examination without having made prior arrangements, he must present clear
and convincing evidence that the absence was unavoidable, otherwise a zero
wi I I be recorded for the exam. If the excuse for absence is considered to
be val id, a make-up examination may be scheduled (the make-up examination may
differ from the regular examination in format and specific content), or in
rare cases the final grade may be based only on the scheduled examinations
completed.
The course wi I I deal with the structure and function of eel Is; the importance
and nature of major physiological processes such as respiration, photosynthesis, and protein synthesis. It wi 11 include a brief review of genetics
and the processes of eel I division, plus a survey of major control systems.
Finally it wi I I deal with the process of evolution and relationships of
organisms to their environment.

Business Education 207
Business Communications and Report Writing - Mr. Wesley Monson
4 credits
The objectives of this course are:
1. To help students communicate in an organized, logical, businesslike manner.
2. To help students become aware of the role of human relations in business communications.
3. To help students learn how to develop better management procedures by utilizing
good busin~ss communication techniques.
4. To help students apply the writing skills they learned in their English courses to the
business situation.
The topics we cover in this course include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How to write a business letter that wins the reader's approval and motivates him
to action.
How to write better business letters faster.
How to use the dictation machine effectively.
How to cut business communication costs.
How to write effective business reports.
How to most effectively utilize business communications devices such as the telephone,
the telegraph machine, and the facsimile copier.
How to use effective business communications to help students find business careers.

Class Requirements:
Students will be required to write effective business letters, reports and interoffice memorandums. By the end of the course, they must be able to use the business
dictation machine efficiently. From 4 to 6 short, unannounced quizzes will be given.
The final test will be an evaluation of their skill in writing good business letters
from business cases, in addition to an evaluation of their knowledge of modern business communication practices.
Grading Policy:
The final 9rade determination will be apportioned as follows: business letters and
memos (50%), business reports (15 %), machine dictation (10 %), chapter quizzes (10%),
final examination (15%).
Classroom Procedures:
Discussion begins each chapter. Then students will apply the principles of business
communications discussed by writing letters, memos, and reports from case studies
provided in the text. Actual business t~tter2 will be shown on the screen~and the
students will evaluate, edit and revise~Tett~rs. Students will be required to dictate
selected business letters on dictation machines. They will also be required to evaluate
the business letters they collect.
Text and Materials:
COMMUNICATING THROUGH LETTERS AND REPORTS by Menning and Wilinson, 5th Edition
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Basic Principles
GENERAL COURSE DESCRIPTION AND CONTENT:: A non-mathematical introductory
chemistry course for those with little or no high school chemistry background. Suitable
for general studies credit. The course will consist of an introduction to fundamental
concepts of chemistry such as atomic sturcture, chemical bonding. periodic properties
of matter and chemical changes. Emphasis will be placed on typical applications of
principles in areas such as air and water pollution; the nature of common plastics such
as nylon, teflon. etc; drugs; energy, fuels and explosives.
COURSE OBJECTIVES: To develop an understanding of the chemical nature of matter,
the scientific method as applied to decision-making, and the role of chemistry in the
life of the average citizen.
PREREQUISITE: None; course not recommended for science majors or those who
have had high school chemistry. - CLASS REQUIREMENTS AND GRADING POLICY: Assignments of text material and
appropriate exercises will be given. Evaluation will consist of four hour exams plus
a final exam. Each hour exam will count 1/ 6 and the final 1h of the final grade.
TEXTS AND MATERIALS! (SAME TEXT AS THAT USED WINTER QUARTER)
Chemistry for Changing Times. Demonstrations and movies will be shown occasionally
throughout the term. Supplemental material is often provided in handout form.
ATTENDANCE POLICY: Attendance of all exams is required; attendance of classes
is strongly encouraged and will be found e.;;sential by some students.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: This is not a mathematical course - every effort will be
made by the instructor to provide understandable and interesting information the
emphasis is on concept-formation a nd understanding of natural phenomena as opposed
to rate memorization and regurgitation!
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GENERAL COURSE DESCRIPTION AND CONTENT: This is the third quarter of a one
year sequence course in general chemistry. Topics include application of equilibrium
constants to precipitation reactions to the investigation of weak acids and bases and to
the formation of complex ions; buffer solutions, pH. electrochemistry and descriptive
chemistry of the common ions.
COURSE OBJECTIVES: The course is designed to give the student a basic understanding of applications of chemical equilibrium to aqueous solutions through a study
of principles and problem solving.
PREREQUISITE: Chem 112 and 112L.
CLASS REQUIREMENTS: The student is expected to complete reading and problem
assignments and collected, they will be graded and returned to the student. Solutions
to all problems will be provided. At least two hour exams will be scheduled in
addition to the two hour final exam.
CLASSROOM PROCEDURE: Most class periods will consist of informal lectures with
appropriate demonstrations. Help sessions will be scheduled every Friday at 10 or
at other times if needed for those students requiring assistance in problem solving.
GRADING POLICY: Final grades will be determined on the basis of homework
assignments (25%), hour exams (50%) and final exam (25%).
TEXTS AND MA TE RIA LS: Chemical Principles, 3rd Edition. by Masterton and
Slowinski. A study guide and problems book are also available but are not required.
ATTENDANCE POLICY:

Attendance is required for exams and highly recommended

for lectures.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: Concurrent registration in laboratory, Chem l l 3L, is
required.
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GENERAL COURSE DESCRIPTION AND CONTENT: This is the third quarter of a one
year sequence course in general chemistry. While the experiments scheduled vary from
year to year.selection will probably be made from the following general areas: qualitative
analysis of the common anions, qualitative study of the common cations using traditional
wet methods of analysis, synthesis of an inorganic complex, spectrophotometric analysis
of a typical cation, determination of concentration and ionization constant of a weak acid
using a pH meter and oxidation-reduction methods of quantitative analysis.
COURSE OBJECTIVES: The course is designed to illustrate the concepts and descriptive
chemistry studied in the lecture course, Chemistry 113, and to provide practical experience
in qualitative and quantitative laboratory methods. The laboratory techniques introduced in
the course are basic to the study of more advanced laboratory courses in chemistry and
the performance of laboratory work as a chemist.
PREREQUISITE: Chem 112 and l 12L.
CLASS REQUIREMENTS: The student is required to perform the scheduled laboratory
experiments according to the procedure given in the laboratory manual (see below) and
the supplemental experiments provided by the staff, to record the observed data in a
hard-bound notebook, to complete the necessary calculations, to draw the necessary
graphs, and to write one formal report designated by the laboratory instructor. A final
examination on the laboratory experiments may be required at the discretion of the
laboratory instructor.
GRADING POLICY: The student's grade is based on an evaluation of his formal report,
laboratory notebook, qualitative and quantitative experimental results, laboratory skill
and the final examination (if scheduled by the laboratory instructor). The Chemistry
Department requires that all general laboratory experiments be completed in order to
obtain a course grade. If a student misses an experiment, it is his responsibility to
make up the experiment at a later date. Failure to complete this requirement can
result in the assignment of a grade of I or F for the course.
TEXT AND MATERIALS: The laboratory manual, QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS AND THE
PROPERTIES OF IONS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION by Slowinski and Masterton will be used
in the course and is available at the MSC Bookstore. Supplemental experiments prepared
by the staff of the Chemistry Departm e nt will be made available at the chemistry stockroom at a very nominal cost. A laboratory, hard-bound, notebook and a breakage card,
available at the MSC Bookstore, are also required, as are safety goggles.
ATTENDANCE POLICY: Attendance is required.

See grading policy above.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: Concurrent registration in Chem 113 is required.
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GENERAL COURSE DESCRIPTION AND CONTENT: This is the ·third quarter of a
one year sequence course in organic chemistry for chemistry majors. The third
quarter deals with the chemistry of amines, carbanions, a, /3-unsaturated carbonyl
compounds, heterocyclic compounds, polymers, carbohydrates, amino acids, and
proteins.
COURSE OBJECTIVES: In addition to learning the chemical and physical properties of
the compounds listed above, the student should develope a good understanding of reaction
mechanisms, stereochemistry, nomenclature, spectral properties, synthetic methods,
orbital theory, and resonance. Reaction mechanisms will be stressed to help the student
understand and remember reactions and to be able to predict the outcome of new reactions.
PREREQUISITE: Chem 232
CLASS REQUIREMENTS: There will be reading and problem assignments in the class
textbook, but assignments usually will not be turned in. Students must take three onehour exams plus a two-hour final exam.
CLASSROOM PROCEDURES: Most class periods will consist of lectures and question
and answer sessions dealing with problem assignments.
GRADING POLICY: Grades will be based on the results of the three one-hour exams and
the two-hour final exam.
TEXTS AND MATERIAL: Organic Chemistry, 3rd Edition, by Morrison and Boyd and an
answer book for this text. A molecular models kit is optional.
ATTENDANCE POLICY: Attendance is strongly recommended.

All exams must be taken

on time.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: Concurrent registration in laboratory, Chem 236, is
required. Candidates for a Liberal Arts Major (B. A.) in chemistry have the option of
taking Chem 239L instead, but see your adviser for details.
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GENERAL COURSE DESCRIPTION AND CONTENT: A laboratory course in organic
chemistry required for Chem 2 38. About two-thirds of the laboratory periods will deal
with experiments chosen by the laboratory instructor. In the remainder of the laboratory time, students will work on a research problem of their own choosing that is
acceptable to the instructor.
COURSE OBJECTIVES: The student will have an opportunity to synthesize compounds
and observe reactions which he has studied in the lecture part of the course (Chem 233).
There will be experiments on natural products and qualitative analysis of organic
unknowns. Also the student will work on a project of his own choosing so that he learns
to develop experimental procedures rather than always following those in a laboratory
manual. Laboratory techniques such as gas chromatography, column chromatography,
thin layer chromatography, infrared spectroscopy, ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy, and
nmr spectroscopy will be further emphasized.
PREREQUISITE: Chem 235 and concurrent requistration in Chem 233.
CLASS REQUIREMENTS: Students must complete all experiments and write brief
reports on them which will be turned in along with samples of compounds they prepare.
There will be quizzes on some of the experiments.
CLASSROOM PROCEDURES: A pre-lab lecture lasting about one-half hour will be
given at the beginning of each laboratory period to help the student understand the
experiment to be performed. Quizzes may be given at this time.
GRADING POLICY: Grades will be based on the reports and samples turned in for each
experiment and on the results of quizzes.
TEXTS AND MATERIALS: The laboratory manual is Theory and Practice in ~ Organic
Laboratory by John A. Landgrebe. A breakage card and safety goggles are also needed.
ATTENDANCE POLICY:

Experiments must be made up if missed.
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GENERAL COURSE DESCRIPTION AND CONTENT: This is the third quarter of a three
quarter sequence. It deals largely with polyfunctional organic compounds, natural
products, and some special topics. The subject matter includes lipids, carbohydrates,
amino acids, proteins, heterocyclic compounds, terpenes, alkaloids, etc.
COURSE OBJECTIVES: The course objectives are basically similar to those of the
first two quarters, but the focus is more specifically on compounds of direct biological
interest.
PREREQUISITES: Chem 237 - 238.
OTHER REQUIREMENTS -AND POLICIES: These are the same as in the first two quarters
of the course except that an additional paperback text is required, namely Organic
Chemistry of Biological Compounds by Barker. Concurrent registration in Chem 2 39 L
is normallyexpccted.
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GENERAL COURSE DESCRIPTION AND CONTENT: A laboratory course in organic
chemistry required for Chem 2 39. There will be approximately eight laboratory experiments each of which will take one and sometimes two lab periods to complete.
COURSE OBJECTIVES: The student will have an opportunity to synthesize compounds
and observe reactions which he has studied in the lecture part of the course ( Chem 2 39).
There will be experiments on natural products and qualitative analysis of organic
unknowns. Laboratory techniques such as gas chromatography, column chromatography,
thin layer chromatography, ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy# and
nmr spectroscopy will be further emphasized.
PREREQUISITE: Ch em 238L and concurrent registration in Chem 239.
CLASS REQUIREMENTS: Students must complete all experiments and write brief reports
on them which will be turned in along with samples of compounds they prepare. There
will be quizzes on some of the experiments.
CLASSROOM PROCEDURES: A pre-lab lecture lasting about one-half hour will be given
at the beginning of each laboratory period to help the student understand the experiment
to be performed. Quizz e s may b e given at this time.
GRADING POLICY: Grades will be based on the reports and samples turned in for each
experiment and on the results of quizzes.
TEXTS AND MA TERlA LS: The laboratory manual is Modern Experimental Organic
Chemistry by Roberts, Gilbert, Rodewald# and Wingrove. A breakage card and safety
goggles ar e also needed.
ATTENDANCE POLICY: Experiments must be made up if missed.

DESCRIPI'IONS OF moNOMICS COURSES TO BE OFFERED DURING SPRING, 1975
Economics 210 Topics: Contemporary Economic Issues
Prerequisite: Economics 100 or 110
Instructor: Staff
Meetings: 3:00 W Ml22
Text:

(1 credit hour)

None (some readings on contemporary issues may be aeeigned)

Course Content: The course deals with contemporary economic issues in
the news. It uses the video-taped "Business and Economic Week in Review"
for a basis and deals with applications of fundamental economic theory
to current problems.
Economics 225 Intermediate Macroeconomic Theory (4 credit hours)
Prerequisite: Economics 112
Instructor: C. Zuvekas
Meetings: MTWH 9:00 Ml22
Text:

Wonnacott, Paul. Macroeconomics.
Other readings will also be assigned.

Course Content: This course examines the structure of national income
accounting; the determination of income, employment, and the price level;
and the relationship between foreign trade and the gross national product.
Macroeconomic policy is emphasized throughout the course, and students are
introduced to the principles of macroeconomic forecasting.
Economics 290

Introduction to Economic Literature and Methodology (2 credits)

Prerequisite:

Economics 112

Instructor:
Note:

Philipps

Meetings: .M 3-4:40 p.m.

Ml22

This course is required for the Major or Minor in Economics.

Texts:

Hough, Robbin, What Economists Do (paper)
Helppie and Gibbons, Research a-;:;fde in Economics (paper)
Bereuson and Colton, Research and Report Writing f2.!: Business
and Economics (paper)
Course Content: Emphasis is placed on three areas: (1) The methodology of
the economist (model construction, testing of hypotheses, theory and reality,
etc.); (2) The materials available to the economist, their content and
location; (3) The organization and presentation of economic research with
stress on such things as proper footnoting, bibliography, etc.
Each student will be required to present a brief classroom report on a topic
to be selected in consultation with the instructor.
Economics 320 Money and Banking (4 credit hours)
Prerequisite: Economics 112
Instructor: Cooper
Meetings: 10:00 MTHF
Texts:

Fisher, D. Money and Banking.
Maisel, S.J. Managing the Dollar.

Ml22

Course Content: We begin with a description of an economy which does not
use money; introduction of money then demonstrates the role (e) of money
in a modern economy. Next, money holding (demand for money) is discussed
at some length. The third section of the course deals with the supply of
money, monetary control by the Federal Reserve System and the interaction
of monetary and other aggregate economic variables. Finally, we discuss
certain analytical aspects of capital markets.

Economics 350 Public Finance and Taxation (4 credit hours)
Prerequisite: Economics 112
Instructor: Trainor
Meetings: 1:00 p.m.
MTWH
Ml22
Texts:

Herber, Bernard P., Modern Public Finance: ~ Study of Public
Sector Economics.
Friedman, Milton, and Heller, Walter, Monetary~ Fiscal Policy, A
Dialogue.

Course Content: The nature of public goods and the nature of decision-making
in the public sector will be examined in this course. It will consider in
detail taxation at the local, state, and federal levels in the United
States, with both theoretical and institutional approaches. These will
also be employed in the study of public-sector budgets and expenditures.
Finally, the public sector will be studied with respect to its relationship to aggregate economic performance. Fiscal and monetary policy will
be treated, including the Friedman-Heller controversy, and some attention
will be given to public debt.
Economics 370 Quantitative Economic Analysis (4 credit hours)
Prerequisite: Math 274 and Economics 112
Instructor: Cooper
Meetings: 2:00-3:40 p.m.
TH
Ml22
Kelejian, H.H. and W.E. Oates. Introduction to Econometrics.
Wallis, K.F. Introductory Econometrics. (Optional)

Texts:

Course Content: We begin with a brief review of the elements of statistics,
and proceed to a discussion of some elementary mathematical concepts found
useful in economic analysis. With this background, we then proceed with
Kelejian and Oates, cover.in g the following topics: simple regression,
multiple regression, problems in regression analysis and finally, systems
of equations and econometric model-building.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------~

Economics 380 Economic and Social Security (4 credit hours)
Prerequisite: Economics 100 or 110
Instructor: Knighton
Meetings: 12:00 noon
MTHF
Ml22
Texts:

A. B. Batchelder, The Economics of Poverty.
D. Fusfeld, The Basic Econ omics of the Urban Racial Crisis.
H. Ginsburg,--;;J. Poverty, Economics and Society.

Course Content: The course deals with the nature of poverty in contemporary
society. It covers the definitions and demographics of poverty, the
theoretical basis of income distribution and factor allocation, and the
problems and policies which are involved with poverty and inequity in a
mature industrial society. The course also grapples with the problems of
minority groups and sexism, racism and age-ism in labor markets.

Economics 425(G) International Trade and Finance (4 credit hours)
Prerequisite: Economics 225 or 320
Instructor: Philipps
Meetings: 11:00
TWHF
Ml22
Texts:

Friedrich, Klaus, International Economics: Concepts and Issues.
Evans, Thomas. ~ Monetary Muddle (paper).
~

Course Content: About one third of the course will consist of a rigorous
analysis of the theories of international trade, tariffs, factor movements,
and balance of payments adjustment processes. The rest of our time will be
devoted to analysis of modern problems--the multinational firm, euro-dollars,
"floating" exchange rates and, of course, the implications of the world
pertroleum trade. The Friedrich book is a brief but thorough conventional
text. The Monetary Muddle consists of a collection of Wall Street Journal
articles documenting the international monetary upheaval of the 1970's.

t-ODERN SCANDINAVIA IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

HISTORY 100

SMEMO 4 credits

Overview: This course is an introductory survey examination of the major social,
cultural, political and economic aspects of the Scandinavian nations
today in reference to their origins and development historically.
Objectives: The objectives of this course are to acquaint the student with the
nature of the Scandinavian societies and cultures today and the values
they share as well as the issues and controversies which they face.
An understanding of the background, the origins and the nature of
development of these values and controversies, as rooted in the
geographic aspects and realities of Scandinavia as well as the historical
development of these societies.
Utilizing lectures, visual aids, as well as questions and discussion as
desired by the students, the primary goal is not just to inform about
the development of modern Scandinavian societies, but to encourage
thought, speculation, and individual interpretation of the nature
and goals of these societies, particularly as they differ from the
American.
Prerequisites: None.
Class Requirements: Two exams during the quarter plus a final; largely definition,
identification, and essay. The class will write a short surmiary paper
on a narrow topic of their own choice dealing with some aspect of
Scandinavian past or present.
Texts: A. Williams. Denmark: Praise and Protest.
Helvig and Johannessen. Norway: Land, People and Industries
Handouts and articles on Library Reserve.
Attendance Policy:

Grading Policy:

Comrrents:

Attendance is not required, except for examinations. although
attendance is useful, if not necessary, in that lectures are
a separate informational source in themselves, supplementing
but not duplicating the readings.

The portion of examinations which is subjective must necessarily
be graded subjectively, but with range predicted on the background
information of the student plus her/his ability to communicate
these understandings and judgments effectively. The final grade
will carry the most weight, the two in-term exams next, the grade
on the paper the least, relatively.

The course is intended for non-history majors who may have a personal
interest in the topic or area of the world; applicable toward General
Studies requirements as well as the Scandinavian Studies Minor.

WORLD WAR II
History 100

Dr. N. Whyatt

4 credits

Overview of the course material:
The course will cover the or1g1ns of World War II in Europe
and Asia; American neutrality and later intervention; the
military and diplomatic history of the war itself; and the
ending and consequences of the war.
Course objective:
To familiarize students with the historical events of the
Second World War era and introduce some of the major problems
of interpretation and analysis of the period.
Prerequisites:

none

Course requirements:
read required texts; take examinations.

attend class periods;
No papers required.
Classroom procedures:

lectures, with class discussion, and occasional films and
slides.
Grading policy:
Grades will be based on two tests: a midquarter and final
Texts and Materials:
This will vary from time to time. In Spring, 1975, the texts
will include one overall text and three paperback supplelll!ntary
books dealing with specific aspects of the war.
11

11

At tendance Policy:
Attendance will not be formally required, but is highly recoll11'ended
Examinations will reflect material covered during class periods.

HISTORY 100

WAR & JAZZ AGE

KRANZ

4 credits

Overview and Objectives: To learn about the origins, causes and
consequences of World War I through 1930.
The causes will emphasize social and
intellectual matters as well as political
topics
Prerequisites: None
Class Requirements: Two examinations - identification and essay
Classroom Procedures: Lectures - Films - Records
Grading Policy: Students will be graded on written work, oral reports
and class participation
Texts and Materials:

a.

The Origins of World War!_ - Remak

b.

Perils of Prosperity -

c.

American Entry Into World War l - Bass

Leuchtenburg

Attendance Policy: Students must take mid-term and final examinations.

Latin America II
History 272

Dr. D. Berninger

4 credits

Overview and Objectives: A survey of Latin American History since 1825.
Emphasis on Brazil, Argentina, and Mexico.
The objectives are to familiarize the student
with the main trends in Latin America as a
whole in the modern period and to relate those
trends to the contemporary period.
Prerequisites: none
Course requirements: 5 weekly summaries of specific topics (30%)
a research paper (50%)
a short (take-home) overview as the final (20%)
Classroom procedure: 2-3 lectures per week and
1-2 periods for exploration of weekly topics
No attendance policy.
Texts: Bailey &Nasatir, Latin America: the Development of its Civilization
Delpar, The Borzoi Reader in Latin America

Vol. II

Humanities 213

Kruger

Overview:
Perspectives on the Self. The study of works from various centuries
which deal with the attempt of human beings to understand and define
human nature.
Classroom Procedures:
Lecture; discussion; audio-visual materials
Texts:
The Humanities Through the Arts by Martin and Jacobus
Three Penny Opera, Brecht

Humanities 310

Kruger

Overview:
Women's Studies. An inter-disciplinary course in which students
examine various perspectives on women.
Classroom Procedures:
Lecture; discussion; audio-visual materials
panels are often available for this class).

(Guest lecturers and

Texts:
The Feminine Character: History of an Ideology by Viola Klein
This book is itself inter-disciplinary, as it includes essays from
the areas of philosophy, anthropology, sociology, psychology, history,
and biology.
Woman as Revolutionary, ed. by Frederick C. Griffin
A collection of the writings of women a~tivists from Christine de
Pisan of the middle ages to Joan Baez, today's peaceful revolutionary.
After Eve, The New Feminism by Alan Graebner
An argument that women should be free to define themselves.

~-----

MtuN CURRENI'S IN CONTEMPORARY THEOIOOY
HUMANITIES 231

M>NDAIS, 6:30 - 10:00 P.M. March 10 through May 19, 197$.
Weld Hall.

Info:a.'J'll&tion at Humanities Office, 236-2196.

Thia course fits into General Studies requirements, and it v1ll substitute
for any Humanities 211, 212, or 213 course. It also qualifies tor HWIBllities
Mi.nor or independent Major. There is no prerequisite. 4 hours credit.

One text will be used by the whole class, and each student will purchase
another book in an area cf particular interest that he or she will research.
The text: Daniel Day l'lilliams, \ihat Present-D~ Theologians !!:!_ Tb1nk1ng
(New York: Harper & Row, Pubs., 1952).
The purpose of this course is twofold: to introduce thinkers and data f!ft
mdem theology, and to investigate theology's approach to today's problems.
(1) Buch theologians as these will be introduced: Karl Barth, Em:11 Brwmea:,
Rudolf Bultmann, Reinhold Nieb$:r-, H. Richard Niebuhr, Paul Tillich, Abraham
Heschel, Richard Rubenstein, C. H. Dodd, and leaders in Vatican II. Roman
Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish scholars will be included in areas ot systematics, biblical studies, philosophical theology, ethics, among others. (2) We
w11l also try to discover what difference a given theological perspective malcaa
for such problems as: American civic religion> civil liberties, civil rights,
Marxist-Christian dialogue, ethics and the new medicine, secularism, the meaning of anxiety, religion and the scientific future, the ethics of sex, technol•
ogy, leisure, ecology, militarism, revolution or violence, religion and societ7
in tension. Which problems to study will be your decision.

Lectures and classroom discussions will be combined with individual research and writing in one of the above areas, or in others that are agreed
upon by both instructor and student.
-John G. Gibbs
A9sociate Professor of Humanities at M.s.c.
and member of part-time graduate faculty ot
Ecumenical Institute at Moorhead.

Mexican-American Culture
MGS 203

Dr. D. Berninger

4 credits

Overview and Objectives: This course begins by surveying Chicano History
since the pre-Columbian era but with particular
emphasis on the period since the Mexican-American
War. Having established this historical foundation
the focus turns toward the arts, particularly
contemporary literature. The objectives are
simply to provide an understanding of Chicano
history and cultural expression arising from
historical experience as a people.
Prerequisites:

none

Course requirements and grading policy: a midterm (essay type} 30%,
final exam (also essay) 30%, and written assignment, 40%
Classroom procedure:

Emphasis on lectures for approximately the first
half of the course - corresponding with the historical
overview. The second half is concerned more with
discussion of works read or presented through audio
visual methods.

No attendance policy.
Texts:

Carey McWilliams, North From Mexico
R. Anaya, Bless Me, Ultima
J.A. Villarreal, Pacho
P. Ortego, We Are Chi canes

-

-------------
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MUSIC 308

-

- -

Smith

Course Overview: Music Literature II is a survey of musics(art music,
folk music, and popular music) from about 1810 to the present.
Course Objectives: to increase the student's enjoyment of music through
a deeper understanding of musical processes and to raise the
intellectual listening level of the student.
Course Requirements: A mid-term and a final examination will be tgiven;
however, the student has the option of a paper in lieu of taking
an exam.
Classroom Procedures: Because of the natuee of the course, textbook
xsupplementing the lectures, class attendance.
Grading Policy: mid-term, final; class attendance is one factor in
grade determination along with participation in class discussions.
Listening outside of class to musical examples cited in the text is
also a requirement.
Attendance Policy:

as cited in Grading Policy.

MUSIC 220
Concert Band
Open to all students wishing to continue playing while in college.
Usual school owned instruments available. No auditions. Check with Mr. Nix
CA 106 Concerts on campus. May be repeated for credit.
MUSIC @@223
Organized in the Fall. Membership by audition only. Concerts on and off
campus. Check with Mr. Nix, CA 106. May be repeated for credit.

Moorhead State College
Moorhead, Minnesota 5656o

INFORMATION ON PHIU:>SOPHY CLASSES AND CURRICULUM
SPRING 1975
Discovering Philosophy

i.£!:

Johanson

Phil 101 Discovering Philosophy

-4 er

Johanson

Phil 101

9:00
10:00

Ml'HF

Ml'HF
Philosophy was once said to begin with wonder and curiosity about anything and every-

thing. Out of that basic curiosity philosophy attempts to develop coherent and satisfactory answers to basic questions: about the nature of the self; about what the
world is really like and whether and how we can know what it is like; about the existence and nature of God, gods, or other higher forms of reality; about values and morality; overall, it involves an attempt to develop a total world-view, or picture of
things in general. The course is designed to enable students to engage in the process and activity of philosophy. Classroom Procedures: Heavy emphasis on small group
discussion; lecture; occasional panels, etc. Course Reauirements and Gradin~ Policy:
These are not definitely decided at the time of writing this description. Written
requirements will be designed (1) to best comprehension of assigned readings and of
material presented in class and (2) to enable students to present and develop their
own positions. Attendance Policy: Attendance will not be strictly required, but
students will be expected to keep up to date on all assigned work (which may be difficult without regular attendance), and in borderline grade cases attendance is a factor
that will be taken into account. Prerequisite: None. Text: J. Christian, Philosophy:
An Introduction to the Art of Wondering.
Phil 101 Discovering Philosophy
Phil 101

4 er

Myers

11:00

Ml'HF

12:00 MTHF
The course examines representative problems from the basic areas of phil-

Discovering Philosophy

4 er Myers

Description:
osophy. The following questions will be discussed: What is a fallacious argument? A
good argument? (Logic); Can God's existence be proved? If God is perfect, why does
evil exist? (Philosophy of Religion): What is the highest good for man? What is the
relation between science snd morality? (Ethics); What is the aim of government?
How
much freedom should individuals be allowed? (Political Philosophy): Is human behavior
determined by internal or external forces or is man self-determining? Do human beings
essentially differ from computers? (MetaphysicG); Prereauisites: None. Classroom Procedures: The readings are clarified by the instructor. The students are encouraged~
discuss and to criticize the assigned essays. Grading Policy: There will be two exams
and two papers. The final grade will be the average of these four grades. Texts:
Capaldi, The Art of Deception; Kuykendall, Philosophy in an Age of Crisis. Attendance:
Attendance is not required.
Phil 110

Logic

4 er Magel

10:00 Ml'HF
both good and bad used in reasoning. Course

Overview: An analysis of arguments,
Objectives: To learn to identify incorrect reasoning, and to become more sensitive to
the structure of ones reasoning. Prerequisite: None. Course Requirements: Careful
study of text materi&~, supplemented by lectures. Daily written exercises. Probably
three examinations. Classroom Procedures: lecture explanation of text material, with
opportunity for discussion to clear up questions and problems. Emphasis on concrete
examples. Grading Policy:
About 3/4 grade determined by the examinations; about 1/4
grade on daily exercises (probably 5 points on each exercise). Do not grade on a
competitive curve; if all students do "A" work, all students will receive 11A." If all
students do "C" work, all students wil l receive 11 C. 11 Text: Copi, Introduction to
~gic.
Attendance Policy: Regular attendance is expected, and attendance is taken.

Phil

115

Ethics

10:00
MTHF
4 er Chekola
focus on theories of ethics and contemporary moral problems. Before

This course will
one makes any headway in handling moral problems, one must be aware of the important
questions concerning right conduct and moral value. We shall therefore begin by looking at questions such as What is ethics? Are morals relative1 Are persons inevitably
egoistic? What are the alternative ethical theories to which one can appeal? and Is
there any way of determining what is intrinsically valuable? When we have considered
these basic ethical issues, we will proceed to apply what we have gained from these
ethical theories to an examination of contemporary moral issues such as abortion, sex,
human rights and civil disobedience, criminal punishment, war, suicide and death.
Classroom Procedure: Lecture-discussion. Requirements: The requirements will probably
be two exams and two short papers. Attendance: Attendance will be taken, and will be
used to decide borderline grades at the end of the quarter. Prerequisite: None.
~ : Paul Taylor, Principles of Ethics and James Rachels, Moral Problems (both paperbacks).
Phil 210

Morals and Medicine

Phil 210

Morals and Medicine

2 er Chekola ?-8:4o p.m.
2 er Chekola ?-8:4o p.m.

!
W

There are some important moral issues that arise in medicine, and confront all people in
our society in some way or another, and this course will be devoted to an examination of
them. We will consider issues such as abortion, contraception, the patient's right to
know, experimentation using hamans, euthanasia, the right to health care, allocation of
scarce resources, genetic control and mental illness. Prerequisite: None.
Reguir~~ : Probably one short paper, one exam, questions to be handed in for class discussion and perhaps an analysis of a debate on one of these issues in medical ethics.
Grading: I expect it will be based on the paper and exam,* each. Classroom Procedure:
!Bcture-discussion. Attendance: attendance will be taken and used to decide borderline
grades at the end of the quarter. Texts: Joseph Fletcher, Morals and Medicine; BBC
Third Programme, Morals and Medicine; and Joel Feinberg, The Problem of Abortion (all
ere paperbacks).
Phil 252

Modern PhilOSO.EE,l

4 er Magel
1:00 MI'HF
of Western Philosophy in the seventeenth and

Overview: A study of the development
eighteenth centuries, with emphasis on Descartes, Spinoza, Pascal, Hobbes, !Dcke, ~rkeley, Hume, Leibniz and Kant. Prerequisites: None. Course Requirements: Careful
study of primary writings by the above named philosophers. Will be a number of 5 to 10
minute reading-and-lecture quizzes. Will probably be three examinations. Classroom
Procedures: lectures on philosophers, with some opportunity for discussion. Grading
Policy: Grade based 1/4 on quizzes and 3/4 on examinations. Oral class ·participation
will have bearing on borderline grades. Do not grade on a competitive curve. If all
students do "A" work, then "A" grades; if all students do "C" work, then 11 C11 grades.
Texts (paQerbacks): (1) Philosophy of the 16th and 17th Centuries, ed. by Popkin;
f2) Eighteenth Century Philosophy, ed. by Beck. Attendance Policy: Regular attendance
is expected; attendance taken.

4 er Johanson
2:00 MI'WH
Phil 310 Symbolic Logic
This course will treat symbolic logic as an instrument to be used in the formalization
and evaluation of arguments, and not as an end in itself. The following topics will
definitely be covered: propositional logic;predicete logic; the notion of a forrn~l
system; identity; description. The following topics will hopefully be covered:
modal
logic (dealing with necessity, possibility, and impos 9 ibility); epistemic logic (dealing
with knowledge and belief); and deontic logic (dealing with obligation and permissibility). There will be heavy emphasis on the application of logic to philosophical arguments and on philosophical problems raised by logic itself. There will be virtually
daily exercises and attendance will be required. Examination procedures are not
definite yet, and papers will not be required. No previous study of logic on the part
of the students will be assumed. Prerequisite: Phil. 110 or consent of instructor.
Text: Richard L. Purtill, Logic for Philosophers.

Phil 320

Philosophy of the Arts

4 er Chekola 12:00 N MTHF
drama and music, and our experiences of them,

When one reflects about art, literature,
a number of philosophical problems arise. We will be considering some of these problems
in the course. For instance: What is the nature of the arts? Are they essentially the
expression of a certain sort of emotion, a special kind of communication, etc.?
How
can you distinguish between the aesthetic and the non-aesthetic: in terms of the
properties of works of art, an aesthetic attitude, or something else? What is the nature
of criticism and evaluation in the arts, and what kind of support, if any, can be given
for such judgments? What is the nature of symbolism and representation? Prerequisite:
one course in philosophy or consent of the instructor. Classroom Procedure: I.ecturediscussion. Requirements: Two short papers and two exams. Grading Policy: Probably
the average of the papers and exams. Attendance: Attendance will be taken and used to
decide borderline cases at the end of the quarter. Texts: George Dickie, · Aesthetics
(paperback); John . Hospers, Introductory Readings in Aesthetics (paperback); Morris Weitz,
. ''The
of' Theory i.n Aesth;t:i.cs 11 ·· (article ·reprint).-

Role

Phil

34o

Advanced Ethics

4 er Myers

B
MT
,:1+:4o -.!!

Descriptio~: An examination of major perspectives and issues in twentieth century
ethical philosophy. There will be a critical survey of metaethical theories - - theories
concerning the meaning of ethical terms and ethical judgements, the nature and justification of ethical claims. Among the theories studied will be intuitionism, emotivism,
prescriptivism and descriptivism. In addition to a study of the contribution of analytic
philosophy there will be an examination of the contribution of existentialist philosophy
to contemporary ethical thought. An attempt will be made to compare and to contrast the
analytic and existentialist approaches to ethical theory. Prerequisite: One course in
philosophy. Classroom Procedures: Discussion of the readings; students will sometimes
be called upon to direct discussion and should always be prepared to make oral contributions. Attendance: Required.
Gradin~: Three five page papers of a critical nature
or some equivalent written work approved by the instructor (i.e. journal). Texts:
l. Modern Moral Philosophy, w. D. Hudson; .. 2. Contemporary Ethical Theory,J.Margolis;
3. Principles and Persons: An Ethical Interpretation of Existentialism, F. Olafson •

..,
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Political Science 250
Comparative Government

Estes

4 Credits

Spring 1975

MTHF

12:00 Noon

Overview of the Course Material: This course is a study of the political systems
of West Germany and East Germany which includes consideration of the political
setting (economic patterns, etc.), political dynamics (political parties, etc.),
governmental organization and operation, and public policy (foreign policy, etc.).
So~e attention will be devoted to an anatomy of Nazi totalitarianism and, of course,
even greater emphasis will be directed towards the functioning of East German
totalitarianism.
Course Objectives: The main objective is to provide a thorough knowledge of the
political systems of the two countries. Comparisons are made from time to time
but no systematic comparative analysis is offered.
Prerequisites:

None

Course Requirements:

Mid-term and Final exams.

Possible additional assignments.

Classroom Procedures: Combination lecture discussion. Students are encouraged to
participate in discussions as well as to interrupt the lectures at any point for
comments or questions.
Grading Policy: Roughly one-third for the midterm and two-thirds for the final exam
with adjustments for any special assignments as well as for outstanding classroom
participation. There are no grade curves or quotas.
Texts and Materials:
Guido Goldman, The German Political System ($2.95).
Various Readings on Reserve in the Library.
Attendance Policy:

No roll is taken.

----~

~~~-

Political Science 290
Business of America

Estes

3 Credits

Spring 1975

T

7-9:40 p.m.

Overview of the Course Material: This course is primarily a study of the influences
of American business on political elections, governments, public policy, education,
mass media, labor, and various social institutions. Also, there is some
consideration of the historical background of business~ business values and
techniques, and business representation in various organizations throughout the
American society.
)

Course Objectives: To analyze whether business values and influences permeate our
numerous institutions significantly and whether America constitutes a business
culture or business civilization.
Prerequisites:

None.

Course Requirements:

Mid-term and Final exams.

Possible additional assignments.

Cl assroom Procedures: Combination lecture discussion. Students are encouraged to
participate in discussions as well as to interrupt the lectures at any point for
comments or questions.
Grading Policy: Roughly one-third for the midterm and two-thirds for the final
exam with adjustments for any special assignments as well as for outstanding
classroom participation. There are no grade curves or quotas.
Texts and Materials:
Thomas C. Cochran, Business in American Life: A History
Mark J. Green, ed., The Monopoly Makers ---nf3.50T.
Richard J. Barber, . The American Corporation ($2.95).

($3.95).

Attendance Policy: No roll call is taken. However, the nature of the co~rse with
weekly meetings demands regular attendance from the standpoint of both comprehension
and grades.

-

----

Social Services 259
Introduction to Social Work Practice I
Richard A. DuBord
1. Overview of the course.
The five major units are: (1) Purposes and values of social work,
(2) convnunication and relationship skills, (3) systems theory,
(4) problem solving, and (5) the social work processes. The latter
includes the concepts of contract, assessment, planning, intervention,
evaluation, and termination. These processes are applied to different
size systems for human service.
This beginning methods course is required of all social services
majors. It would be useful for any student interested in any of the
helping professions.
2.

Course objectives are planned to help the student:
a. To enhance their ability to perceive human problems, their
complexity and plight of people with problems.
b. To enhance corrrnunication and observational skills at various
levels of social processes.
c. To learn to interpret observations from an integrated frame of
reference.
d. To learn that objective assessment prescribes certain methods of
intervention.
e. To become more aware of one's own attitudes, values and skills as
a helping person in order to maximize the conscious use of self
as a change agent.

3.

Prerequisites: Social Services 200 or consent of instructor (other
majors are welcome)

4.

Course Requirements:
a.

Text: Pincus and Minahan, Social Work Practice: Model and Method.
A reading book has been compiled and placed on reserve in the
library which is also required reading.

b.

Three written assignments. All are relatively brief and are
practical applications of concepts presented in class.

c.

Mid-term examination (written) and final examination (usually oral).

5.

Classroom procedures: Infonnal lecture and small group discussion;
some simulated exercises and games.

6. Grading Policy:
7.

Papers= 1/3
Examinations= 1/3
Participation= 1/3

Attendance Policy: Not required. However attendance is essential in
order to participate in small group discussion and simulated exercises
and games.

l-1arliarnent.-:.ry f-rocedure, t~pec::ch 21b
'i'hj s course is designed to pre:·are students to be more effective ibeaders

and participants at 'ousi:,ess e1r1d club ::ieetiri'-:s, conf-;rences and conventions thiit are co:ducted accordi. r, to Hobert's Hu.1.es of GrdlJr.
There ,.1re uo prerequisities. :"ie use ;is a text Hue:o Hellman I s explanation
,,nd interpreUitior, of the basic rulsis rec ,rdine the main 1aotion , sub ~;idiary
motions, and 1rivilege motions . Cl;.i.ss ti-;-ie is spent rract,isine rules hy
proposii.g ,•1otions on a trw,11e sel1--:cted by the class. Fast themes have inC.Luded: riow to I1:1r,rove ,·i:.3C , Laws i\,,, ecieci .Ln the u. S., How to Imy,rove the
;.,u1tus of 1·;inorities .
"tt.endance in class is a 1,ece~, sity bee, use ench person p-.:r.!'orms each da,y
in so;r,e c ap:.city . The t::rilc:e is a blend het.1t,,.m kr:owled[e of th e rules
e:.xhib.i t,jci by ..-rri tten tests ;,nd rerfor:nar1ce in t•!e class roo::1--each day
is a busines::; meetinc in itself.

SPEECH PATHOLOGY

171

Tei gland

Course Overview and Objectives: Environemtal Noise is offered with the
goal of helping students become well informed consumers, voters,
and activists regarding the many problems arising from the growing
"noisiness" of our culture. The course material is divided into
three major sections: Background Information, the Effects of
Noise, and the Control of Noise.
Prerequisites: none, suitable for under or upperclassmen alike, but may
be of particular interest to students in: environemental studies,
physics, music, psychology, sociology, urban planning, industrial
education, communications, and health, among others.
Class Requirements: two exams based on lecture and text material; a
term project of the students choice(hopefully related to higher
major field); attendance.
Grading ·Policy: the two exams and the project will all be given equal
weight in determining the final grade.
Text:

Noise and Hearing by Kerbec.

Attendance Policy: Speech Department policy is that if a student has more
hours of unexcused absence than there are credits in the course,
the grade may be adversely affected.

